
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size: Small Material

11186 45 x 24 cm 143g Puppy, Adult For Dogs up to 15 lbs 100% Polyester
As a prominent chewy rope toy supplier in China, Heao Group is devoted to offering a wide range of toys that fulfill 
all the playful demands of your furry companion.This toy is a delightful playmate that combines cuteness and 
interactive play for your furry friend. This unique toy is designed with a charming and lovable cartoon character 
shape, making it a standout addition to your dog's toy collection.

 1. Adorable Cartoon Character Shape:
Our chewy rope toy boasts an irresistible design with a 
charming cartoon character shape. Its vibrant and cute 
appearance will capture the hearts of both dogs and their 
owners, creating a special bond during playtime.

2. Interactive Tug Rope Arms and Legs:
The standout feature of this toy lies in its arms and legs, 
which are thoughtfully designed to double as interactive 
tug ropes. Engage in tug-of-war games with your furry 
companion, fostering a deeper connection and 
encouraging physical activity.

3. Perfect for Small Puppies:
This playful rope toy is tailored for small puppies, 
providing them with a safe and enjoyable play experience. 
Its size and texture are carefully chosen to suit their needs 
and keep them entertained for hours.

4. Durable and Safe Construction:
We prioritize your dog's safety, which is why our chewy 
rope toy is made with high-quality materials and 
craftsmanship. The sturdy rope ensures durability, even 
during spirited play sessions.

More style is coming soon...

Chewing and Rope and Tug Toy

5. Encourages Healthy Play and Bonding:
The interactive nature of this toy encourages physical 
exercise and mental stimulation, contributing to your 
dog's overall well-being. Join in on the fun and create 
lasting memories as you bond with your furry 
companion.

6. Endless Fun and Entertainment:
With its lovable design and interactive tug ropes, this 
toy promises endless fun and entertainment for your 
furry friend. Watch them delight in playing with their 
new cartoon character buddy!

In conclusion, this chewy rope toy is the perfect blend 
of adorability and interactive play. Its lovable design 
and tug rope features will make it your dog's new 
favorite companion during playtime. Crafted with 
safety and durability in mind, this toy promises to bring 
joy and laughter to your furry friend's daily adventures. 
Treat your beloved pup to this delightful and interactive 
rope toy, and cherish the happy moments it brings to 
your dog's life!
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